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WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:

ATM AND CIT  
CRIME TRENDS
AND SOLUTIONS
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Heist movies are all about the non-stop action, 

special effects, car chases, and get-rich-quick 

schemes. But while Hollywood makes big bucks 

casting A-list celebrities with attitudes spouting 

off about “sticking it to the man,” real criminals are 

taking notes and thinking up new ways to make 

quick cash off the backs of hardworking businesses 

and their employees.

Some of the most tempting targets for those 

looking for fast money are the points where large 

amounts of cash are at their most vulnerable. 

Criminals see ATMs as easily accessible currency 

vaults. Similarly, deliveries of cash by armored 

carriers are also points where considerable amounts 

of money are exposed.

As technological security continues to get tighter 

and businesses filter more substantial amounts of 

their sales to credit, debit, and mobile payments, 

these two points of contact are becoming the last 

bastion for low-tech criminals to find a hefty payout.

Big Money, Vulnerable 
Targets
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ATMs regularly house large quantities of currency. 
As a result, criminals see these machines as 
mini safes with a much lower level of security as 
compared to a bank vault. Recorded attacks on 
ATMs have increased dramatically. The ATM Industry 
Association (ATMIA), a global ATM industry trade 
association, reported that overall ATM attacks rose 
58% from 2018-20191.

When speaking at the ATMIA US Conference, Chris 
Stoddard, Assistant to the Special Agent in Charge 
(ATSAIC), US Secret Service noted that ATM attacks 
are concentrated in two categories: logical attacks 
and physical attacks.

Logical Attacks
In a logical attack, criminals use software, skimming 
devices, or cameras to steal data or cash. The goals 
of logical attacks are to intercept data, to issue 
commands to dispense un-authorized currency 
or to capture card and PIN data. Jackpotting is an 
example of a logical attack aimed at stealing money 
by compromising the ATM to dispense unapproved 
cash transactions.

Physical Attacks
Recent data from the European Association for 
Secure Transactions2 (EAST) reports physical 
ATM attacks increased by 16% in 2018. These 
attacks have typically focused on using gas to 
blow up the ATM. Recent evidence also indicates 
an increase in the use of solid explosives such as 
C4, explosive gel, and dynamite. Another common 
tactic is to physically remove the ATM to another 
location, usually with the use of a motor vehicle, 
called a “smash-and-grab” or “crash-and-grab.”  In 
both of these cases, the tactics used are typically 
destructive to more than the ATM – often damaging 

the surrounding buildings and any other items 
within the immediate vicinity. There is also a very 
real threat of harm to passersby and those living 
near an ATM location that is attacked.

The attacks are lucrative: criminals performing 
successful attacks are averaging $57,000 in 
stolen funds, according to EAST. By nature, cash 
is difficult to trace and currently, only one in 
three perpetrators are arrested and face charges. 
The remaining offenders can learn from their 
experiences, improve their tactics, and continue to 
target ATMs. 

While there is no formal reporting system for ATM 
crime in the United States, criminal trends on 
financial systems in Europe have a history of being 
mirrored in other parts of the world. 

We can hope that such 
attacks will not grow in 
frequency in the United 
States, but security folks 
will probably tell us 
that we are being a bit 
Pollyannaish. It  is best 
to be prepared.

David Lott
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
Payments Risk Expert 

News reports within the past year indicate the use 
of some of these tactics has already begun to hit US 
soil, including attacks in San Diego3, Burbank, and 
Los Angeles, CA4.

The Biggest Trends in ATM Crime

2   I  www.3si.com

1 https://www.atmia.com/news/atmias-atm-security-association-releases-global-fraud-and-security-survey-results/9521/

2 https://www.association-secure-transactions.eu/

3 https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/atm-explosion-arrest-san-diego-miramar/25901/

4 https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-atm-explosions-burbank-20170418-story.html
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In instances of physical attack, financial institutions (FIs) and Independent ATM Deployers (IADs) risk the 
loss of not only the cash held in the machine but the entire ATM itself. The result is a significant loss of 
hardware and currency, as well as further expenses from property repair.

In addition to these measurable costs, there are unmeasurable losses such as location closures, loss of fee 
income, and a reduction in customer service from locations affected. 

5 ATM attack statistics provided by EAST.
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Protecting Against ATM 
Attacks
The security community has been quick to respond 
to the growing threat against cash machines. 
As with ATM attacks, the technology and 
recommendations fall into two main categories. 

Guarding Against Logical Attacks
The main tactic for preventing logical attacks 
is to restrict access to the ATM’s software and 
operating system. While there are some operating 
system features and additional security measures 
offered, experts recommend:

Introducing Additional Physical Security
Reduce entry points and access to the physical 
ATM computers through the surround. Increase 
the number of cameras within the area around the 
machine.

Update Passwords for Backend ATM Access
ATMs are shipped with a manufacturer’s password 
for programming the machine. Be sure to update 
the factory preset to a custom version.

Whitelist the Appropriate Programs for Each 
Machine
Lockdown the operating system against the 
installation of suspicious programs by preventing 
the installation of any unauthorized software, 
execution files, etc. This tactic should also include 
the disablement of boot and auto-run features.

Update all Software and Patches
Keep ATMs up-to-date with the most recent 
software, patches, and operating systems to 
guarantee they have the latest security updates in 
place to protect against new attacks.
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The second category focuses on the prevention 
of and recovery from physical ATM attacks, 
such as explosives and smash-and-grab. 
Solutions include:

Increasing Physical Security
ATM armor, concrete balusters, and high curb 
structures are all ways to discourage direct, 
forceful attacks on the machine.

Stain the Bills
Implement advanced ink-staining technology 
to detect attacks and deface the money. 
The marked currency makes it unusable for 
criminals, increasing the chances of them 
abandoning their ill-gotten gains or not 
attacking the machine in the first place. Present 
marked notes to the appropriate authorities for 
exchange by the registered owner of the funds.

Track the ATM or Cassette
Use some of the available GPS technology to 
enable tracking capabilities on the machine 
and cassette to make the recovery of the 

notes easier. With GPS technology, local 
law enforcement automatically receives 
notification of the attack and tracking 
information to pinpoint the location of the 
ATM or cassette for recovery. 

Introduce Physical Sensitivity
There are technologies available that 
monitor the ATM for cutting, grinding, 
drilling, hammering, pull-out, and explosive 
gas attacks. The systems can detect 
movement or temperature fluctuations as 
well as interfacing with breach panels and 
door detection systems. When an attack is 
detected, the systems activate sirens, flashing 
lights, display a message on the ATM screen 
to inform that a criminal attack has been 
detected, or trigger other defensive programs 
like ink-staining or GPS.

Due to the increase in both categories 
of attacks, a combination of both sets of 
solutions is recommended to lower risks of 
losses at the ATM.
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Protecting ATMs from Physical Attacks
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Trends in CIT Crimes

As with ATMs, cash is vulnerable and tempting when 
being transported. Cash-in-Transit (CIT) armored 
carriers seem pretty formidable on the road. But 
when parked with doors wide open while the 
messengers pick up or deliver the money - they are a 
vulnerable and attractive target to criminals.

CIT attacks are not the low-hanging fruit for criminals 
looking for a quick cash payout. The CIT community 
attracts veterans, typically arms its employees for 
their routes, and uses heavily armored vehicles.

Yet attacks in the U.S. alone average two-to-four per 
month, according to international risk mitigation 
firm Lowers & Associates. Successful robbers leave 
the scene with anywhere from several thousand to 
over $1 million in cash and are extremely dangerous 
for messengers. Some of the tactics used by these 
criminals include:

• Armed attack with a bladed object, such as a 
knife

• Assault with a projectile weapon, such as a rifle 
or pistolpistol

• Use of a stun gun
• Cooperative team efforts to implement 

misdirection or distraction of employees
• Splashing the CIT employee with hot coffee
• Use of a disguise such as a security guard or 

CIT employee uniform to gain trust and reduce 
suspicion

Most tactics used on CIT trucks and employees 
indicate prior planning and surveillance of the 
intended target. In many recent cases, armed 
attackers have been equipping themselves with body 
armor for further protection in case of an ensuing 
gunfight.
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Protection Against CIT Attacks
CIT companies have already implemented many 
detailed processes to help reduce theft. However, 
experts recommend several stratagems to lower risks 
even further.

Work in Groups
A good portion of CIT employees attacked are targets 
while operating alone. Teams of two or more can 
coordinate a more secure process for keeping an eye 
on both the cash and the surrounding environment.

Frequently Change Routes
Updating route planning to modify location sequence, 
dates, and times will reduce the ability for criminals to 
predict routes and plan attacks.

Train Staff on How to React to New Tactics
Keep employees up to date on new ways criminals are 
finding to distract and attack armored carriers and 
how to respond.

Foster Close Connections with Local Law 
Enforcement
Working closely with the authorities can help both 
CIT businesses and the police keep a better eye on 
criminal activity.

Protect Assets in Case of Loss
New technology allows CITs to use GPS tracking 
hidden covertly inside the cash cargo. Real-time 
tracking and route designation can help keep tabs 
on the progress and delivery of cargo as well as 
providing alerts when a vehicle is off route.

Protect Messengers and Valuables During 
Pavement Transport
Another innovation in transport security provides 
CITs with secure bags to protect assets as they are 
in the process of being delivered over the pavement. 
This solution is especially useful when working sole 
control. The technology triggers a loud alarm and 
emits copious amounts of smoke when the delivery 
items are unexpectedly separated from the carrier, 
opened, or even after a specified amount of time 
has elapsed. 
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Continued Vigilance 
is Essential to Stop 
Attacks
ATMs and CIT carriers are quickly becoming 
the two most desirable targets for criminals 
looking for a quick payout. Assaults on ATMs 
grow in number every year while armored 
carriers continue to see monthly strikes. 

Fortunately, a combination of physical 
prevention, software updates, and new 
security technologies are available to help 
make cash, cargo, and ATMs far more traceable 
and harder to crack. Continued vigilance on 
the part of ATM deployers and CIT companies 
is essential for keeping pace with the evolving 
criminal landscape.
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As technological security continues to get tighter and businesses filter more substantial amounts of their sales 
to credit, debit, and mobile payments, ATMs and CIT operators remain a last bastion for low-tech criminals to find 
a hefty payout. As the world’s leading provider of asset protection, asset recovery, and criminal apprehension 
solutions for ATMs, Financial institutions, Law Enforcement, Retail, and Transport, 3SI Security Systems can help 
keep ATMS and CIT operators safe while helping to break the crime cycle. Contact one of our Security Experts to 
find out more.

3SI Security Systems
101 Lindenwood Drive, Suite 200
Malvern, PA 19355

www.3si.com


